Print and cut out the different sizes of books, then ask the kids to sort them by size. Laminate the books if you want to reuse them again. Books size sorting - Log in or Become a Member to download. Explore Activity Village. Holidays. Book Sorting Program [HELP]. So, What I need to do is make a program that sorts books into alphabetical order. The user must be able to input any book they wish and they MUST be able to open the book via the program. Can someone help me please?

I've made a lot program before, but I haven't done it in a while, the reason I need help with this one. Re: Book Sorting Program [HELP]. have a look into the ADO tutorial in my signature, it is a basic start for ADO database program.

1. Book sorting

There are pallets, boxes or bags of donated books that are designated “To be sorted.” Boxes or bags of books can be placed on carts and rolled to the sorting area. The sorting area consists of labelled tubs on both sides of the aisle, in alphabetical order by subject matter. Volunteers sort the books by placing them in the appropriate tub based on subject matter. When the level of books in a bin begins to reach the top of the bin, those books are ready to be boxed.